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All your base are belong to Bitcoin
http://therealbitcoin.club/satoshiskodex
1. Bitcoin does not permit lies, we can trust in bitcoin
2. Bitcoin ignores all artificially created borders and unites all countries & religions
3. Bitcoin is the first consensus in human history, based on voluntarism
4. Bitcoin grows on collaboration, competition has no space in bitcoin

http://barriobitcoin.com
1. I have spent only 5 euro fake money within the last 81 days, to wash my clothes,
as these automatic machines do not permit negotiations.
2. We have a voice which we are expressing every day, our consumption is our vote,
politics are a theatre from the past, which are directed by the economy anyway.
3. Once the population realizes that people are really using bitcoin in every day
consumption, they will start acting in the same way, humans are herd animals, we
are one family, we know what is right and wrong by instinct.
4. People have enormous fears, psychological barriers, which we have to tackle with
our trust, we have to show them that we believe it is possible.
5. Most people have lost hope, they believe in conspiracy ruling the world, they are
forced to lie, they have fear of their neighbors, because they drink alcohol, watch
television and read newspaper, instead of honestly talking to their neighbors and
opening up to the real community/family surrounding them.
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What is fake money? (dollars & euros)
Fake money can be printed or created without permission of the
community. Fake money does not represent the community.
Fake money is intransparent, nobody knows how much fake money
exists in the world and since a few decades fake money can be
produced by clicks on the computer.
Fake money supports corruption, the only reason we have corruption
in our society is because we allow it. We create corruption by using a
corrupt fake banking system based on lies.
Fake money is based on lies and needs media propaganda to survive,
fake money is not actually supported by the people, fake money is
only used because there was no other choice in the past.
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Why is fake money a problem?
Fake money created the extremely high rent prices, a normal worker today
pays half or more of his salary for the rent.
Fake money tricked people by their emotions/deepest desires to have a
family and children. Fake money got people to believe its worth working 20
years to pay off a place to sleep.
Fake money allowed people to buy something they dont really own and let
them pay double the price in the end. Debt based fake money loans.
Fake money tricked people, it is like heroin or cocaine, fake money can give
the illusion of power, but fake money enslaves your kids in the end.
Fake money allowed some business people in society to get cheap loans to
enslave others, while others pay extremely high interest rates for the same.
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What is a human soul?
Human means that we have instincts which are more important than economic
decisions. Humans have a soul, we need each other to survive.
We know that killing is wrong, we all want to live in peace and harmony, nobody
likes to fight. We have built EVERYTHING around us TOGETHER.
We all like company, humans are one family which should not kill each other
under any circumstance. We like to support and help each other.
Fights are extremely stressful and waste a lot of energy, which humans actually
would need to grow their consciousness or spend time loving and caring.
Bitcoin creates the first world society based on trust, we trust each other more
than we trust in any authority which has misguided and manipulated us.
Bitcoin says, that there is nothing more important in the world than honesty
based on transparency (like in any family it is the case).
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Our voice matters, we have the power
Every day we make the decision to keep supporting the banking
system, which has officially robbed the EU in 2008.
Every day which we are not using Bitcoin we are accepting that
this system stays as it is, because if we are not changing our
behaviour, why should the world change their behaviour?
Bitcoin returns the power to the people, as we now have the
voice to express that we do not want to participate in the global
warfares and the never ending slavery based on fake money.
Every day more and more people join Bitcoin, this human
evolution is unstoppable because it expresses our deepest desire.
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Bitcoin is already dominating the world
I am very positive that Bitcoin is already dominating the world.
There are people still living in the past, not using Bitcoin in every day
transactions, its the same every time new technology pops up.
If we all had realized how easy it is to make an online shop in 2001, we
would all not be working anymore and right now we would earn Bitcoin
If we all had realized the power of smartphones in 2009, we would all
be app developers today, to realize our power to influence the world.
Now is the time to realize, that Bitcoin can not be stopped, it is already
dominating the world and everyone who shuts himself out of this
experience is loosing time and resources.
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Fake Bitcoins popping up everywhere
All cryptos except Bitcoin have proven to be centralized scams
Litecoin owner already sold all his shares and publicly stated this
to make fun of the whole crypto community.
Ethereum owner already sold 2/3 of his shares, he started selling
years ago already, when he realized that Ethereum is totally
overpriced, as it is an extremely buggy project which has failed
several times, made up by a 19 year old kid without
programming experience, totally centralized
Ripple is the biggest scam ever seen in crypto and nobody is
actually holding it, price artifically pumped with fake money
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Freedom to our political prisoners
Freedom to Julian Assange
Freedom to Edward Snowden
Freedom to Ross Ulbricht
Freedom to Kim Dotcom
Freedom to all journalists and political prisoners
Freedom to all plants and our mother earth
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Follow up on these sites
1.http://therealbitcoin.club
2.http://barriobitcoin.com
3.http://bitcoincashers.org
4.http://bitcoin.com
5.http://btc.com
We are Satoshi, we are legion, we never forget, we never
forgive, peace and freedom to all humans, we know the
truth, we have established a peaceful and loving world
society already. All your base are belong to bitcoin.
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